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From Paul Freeman to Otto Rapp 

Sent Oct 15, 2010 

Greetings OTTO, I am just so grateful to be included in the year book, along with so many great 

Artists. It is things like this that do so much to help me with curing this disease of mine... The 

pics you sent look fantastic and when the book is finished it will be something to cherish in My 

life... Cheers Paul 

From Otto Rapp to Paul Freeman 

Sent Oct 15, 2010 

Hello Paul, Good to hear that you are fighting and keeping up your spirit and your work! My 

prayers are with you! I hope that in time, it all will be a bad memory for you! Positive thinking is 

half the battle! I can't attach pics on this internal message, so I send it via separate e-mail - I 

took a couple of screen shots. Your latest work is by itself right now on a page, but there will be 

either one or 2 pieces above it - you have 1/2 page, another one of yours is on a 1/4 page. I 

switch over to my e-mail and send the screen shots momentarily. Cheers Otto 

From Paul Freeman to Otto Rapp 

Sent Oct 14, 2010 

Hi OTTO, Thank you Again for adding my new Work, 18 months of painful work, only because my 

cancer has been giving me a hard time over the last 2 years.. I have not put together any new 

work as yet As I am tired a lot these days But I have been given a book on how to cure cancer 

with simple Home remedies and supplements some of which I will have to import from the USA 

but their is a 99% chance I can cure myself if I follow all the suggestions given in this book, by a 

man named Bill Henderson all for a $100 a month instead of thousands for chemo and radiation, 

no red meat or dairy products... I miss doing what I do best but I wont give into this disease and I 

will Draw again soon... Thank you so much and Cheers Paul.. 

From Otto Rapp to Paul Freeman 

Sent Oct 13, 2010 



It was so nice to see you load another work! How are you these days? I was just editing the 

yearbook, so I right away added your newest work. The book should be out by the end of the 

month: 160 pages, 8"x10" published by blurb. If you haven't seen yet, here are some sample 

pages and the cover: (a link to a blog entry was in this space, but it only works for signed in 

members) 

Cheers Otto 

 

 

on the tread of this blog entry, Paul answered: 

Comment by Paul Freeman on October 14, 2010 at 11:25pm 

Thank You so much Otto for adding My new piece, I am over the moon that you will feature it in 

the Year Book. The Book looks fantastic..I have larger resolution pics on cd if you need them... 

Once again thank you  

Light and peace Paul... 


